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In his multidisciplinary works, Pablo Dávila (b. 1983, Mexico City) 
takes as a starting point the traditional artistic media to question 
how they reflect the social construction of space and time. In 
his installations, the artist excavates a space for interference 
and ambiguity through forms both pared-down and rich with an 
immediate sensorial experience.

His practice explores sentience and subjectivity through 
investigations in perception, space and time consciousness. His 
practice takes many shapes-- encompassing video, electronics, 
light installation, photography, conceptual painting and site-
specific interventions. His work traverses the space in between 
sensory perception and cognitive understanding. His poetic 
gestures trigger a questioning of our expectations in dealing with 
the passing of time, and the psychological lens with which we 
process events in our memory.

His work is informed by science, music, poetry, cognitive sciences 
and physical phenomena, so as to delve into notions of perception, 
the fleeting nature of time and historical interpretations. 
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PABLO DÁVILA
1983 in Mexico City. Lives and works in Mexico City. 

Education
Vancouver Film School, Vancouver, British Columbia, CA

Solo Exhibitions
2023     Time Moves In One Direction, Memory In Another, MAH Genève, Switzerland
2023     It Comes Out Of Thin Air, Spreads, Shifts, Becomes Something Else, Galeria 
OMR, Mexico
2022 Please call if anything’s unclear, THE PILL, Istanbul, TR
2020 But The Subject Is A Long One, Salón ACME, Mexico City, MX
2019 Senza Replica, josegarcia.mx, Mérida, MX
2018 No title required, josegarcia.mx, Mérida, MX 
2017 C,O,N,T,I,N,U,O C-O-N-E-C-T-A-D-O, Travesía Cuatro, Guadalajara, MX
2016 Available Light (Nubra), FF Projects, San Pedro Garza García, MX
All The Horses Share The Same Color, FF Projects, San Pedro Garza García, MX
Ladies & Gentlemen, We Are Floating In Space, CULT Aimee Friberg Exhibitions, San
Francisco, US
2014 Time Moves In One Direction, Memory In Another, FF Projects, Monterrey, MX

Group Exhibitions
2022 Aichi Trienniale, Aichi, Japan
Form Follows Energy, OMR – LAGO / ALGO, Mexico City, MX
INDEX, Museo Marco, Monterrey, MX
2020 OTRXS MUNDXS, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, MX
Instantanea, Guadalajara, MX
Recover/Uncover, MASA Galeria, Mexico City, MX
2018 Cycles of collapsing progress, Rashid Karami Fair, Tripoli, LB
10 minutes after the show, josegarcia.mx, Mérida, MX
Almost Solid Light: New Work from Mexico, Paul Kasmin Gallery, NY, US

Residencies
2016 Atlantic Center for the Arts, Florida, US
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WORKS AND EXHIBITIONS



Exhibition view, Time Moves In One Direction, Memory In Another, MAH Genève, Switzerland, 2023.7



8 Exhibition view, Please call if anything’s unclear, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2022.
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14 Exhibition view, Please call if anything’s unclear, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2022.
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Pablo Davila
Stories of nearly everything, 2022

Obsidians
150 cm



Exhibition view, But The Subject Is A Long One, Salón ACME, Mexico City, MX, 2020.16



In the preface to his only novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, pub-
lished in 1890, Oscar Wilde proclaimed that “all art is quite use-
less”. Intrigued by the statement, Oxford student Bernulf Clegg 
wrote him a letter asking him for more details regarding that dec-
laration. Wilde responded with a letter where he included some 
of his thoughts revolving around the function and the futility of art.

But The Subject Is A Long One is a textbased light installation 
featuring the letter Oscar Wilde would write to Bernulf Clegg. 
The text is only revealed when walking around the work, as 
due to its dimensions and materials, the light and the text are 
transformed into space. Likewise, the spatiality transcends the 
realm of physicality, when becoming a testimony of the corre-
spondence established by these two characters and that would 
continue for a few years. The text also reflects on a specific 
context held within the XIX century decay; a generalized skep-
ticism that would permeate every sort of artistic expression.

Exhibition view, But The Subject Is A Long One, Salón ACME, Mexico City, MX, 2020.17



Exhibition view, But The Subject Is A Long One, Salón ACME, Mexico City, MX, 2020.18



Taking as a standpoint Wilde’s letter, a concrete poem of 
sorts was created featuring quotes by other writers, theorists, 
poets and artists, who would also think of art as rather use-
less space. The poem, which is a text with no beginning and 
no end, contains quotes by John Ruskin, Aristotle, Immanuel 
Kant, Marcel Duchamp, William Morris, Groucho Marx, An-
ish Kapoor, Michael Smith, John Everett Millais, Walter Ben-
jamin, Ben Vautier and other authors. This investigation is 
an attempt to continue Wilde’s letter in different contexts and 
epochs and keep the correspondence with Wilde. After all, 
the letter’s final sentence is “‘But the subject is a long one”

Exhibition view, But The Subject Is A Long One, Salón ACME, Mexico City, MX, 2020.



Pablo Davila
But The Subject Is A Long One, 2020
Neon
3 x 12 m
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“Time moves in one direction, memory in another. 

We are that strange species that constructs artifacts intended to 
counter the natural flow of forgetting.” 

William Gibson, Dead man speaks

Pablo Dávila explores sentience and subjectivity through 
investigations in perception, space and time consciousness. His 
practice takes many shapes-- encompassing video, electronics, 
light installation, photography, conceptual painting and site-
specific interventions. Utilizing a minimalist reductive approach, 
Dávila traverses the space in between sensory perception and 
cognitive understanding. His poetic gestures trigger a questioning 
of our expectations in dealing with the passing of time, and the 
psychological lens with which we process events in our memory. 
On the occasion of his solo Show, the artist is showing a new body 
of Works including site-specific works, sculptures and paintings.
Pablo Dávila has extensively exhibited worldwide. His works have 
been exhibited at José García (Ciudad de México, Mexico); Paul 
Kasmin gallery (New York, USA); Travesía Cuatro (Guadalajara, 
México) ; FIFI Projects (Monterrey y Ciudad de México, México); 
Sala Juárez (Guadalajara, México); Cult Exhibitions (San Francisco 
CA, USA); Salón ACME (Ciudad de México, México); Museo de 
la ciudadde mexico (Mexico city, México); Cycles of Collapsing 
Progress curated by Anissa Touati & Karina El Hanou (Tripoli, 
Lebanon).  He participated in the artists-in-residence program 
at the Atlantic Center for the Arts with Josiah McElheny (Florida, 

USA). Dávila holds a film degree from Vancouver Film School 
in Vancouver, British Columbia (Canada). He lives and works in 
Mexico City.

“I sometimes think that nothing really is new; that the first pixels 
were particles of ochre clay, the bison rendered in just the 
resolution required. The bison still function perfectly, all these 
millennia later, and what screen in the world today shall we say 
that of in a decade? And yet the bison will be there for us, on 
whatever screens we have, carried out of the primal dark on 
some impulse we each have felt, as children, drawing. But carried 
nonetheless on this thing we have always been creating, this vast 
unlikely mechanism that carries memory in its interstices; this 
global, communal, prosthetic memory that we have been building 
since before we learned to build. 

When we turn on the radio in a New York hotel room and hear 
Elvis singing “Heartbreak Hotel”, we are seldom struck by the 
peculiarity of our situation: that a dead man sings. 

In the context of the longer life of the species, it is something 
that only just changed a moment ago. It is something new, and I 
sometimes feel that, yes, everything has changed. (This perpetual 
toggling between nothing being new, under the sun, and everything 
having very recently changed, absolutely, is perhaps the central 
driving tension of my work.) 
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24 Exhibition view, Under one lamp by day, billions by night, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2019.



Our “now” has become at once more unforgivingly brief and 
unprecedently elastic. The half-life of media-product grows 
shorter still, ‘til it threatens to vanish altogether, everting into some 
weird quantum logic of its own, the Warholian Fifteen Minutes 
becoming a quark-like blink. Yet once admitted to the culture’s 
consensus-pantheon, certain things seem destined to be with us 
for a very long time indeed. This is a function, in large part, of the 
rewind button. And we would all of us, to some extent, wish to be 
in heavy rotation. 

And as this capacity for recall (and recommodification) grows 
more universal, history itself is seen to be even more obviously 
a construct, subject to revision. If it has been our business, as 
a species, to dam the flow of time through the creation and 
maintenance of mechanisms of external memory, what will we 
become when all these mechanisms, as they now seem intended 
ultimately to do, merge? 

The end-point of human culture may well be a single moment of 
effectively endless duration, an infinite digital Now. But then, again, 
perhaps there is nothing new, in the end of all our beginnings, 
and the bison will be there, waiting for us.”

William Gibson, Dead man speaks
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26 Exhibition view, Under one lamp by day, billions by night, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2019.



Exhibition view, Under one lamp by day, billions by night, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2019.27



Pablo Davila
288-1) Senza Replica
Yamaha disclavier Piano, Midi system, custom made computer 
coding
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Pablo Davila
FROM ME FLOWS WHAT YOU CALLTIME, 2019

Music score sheet of Toru Takemitsu’s ‘from me flows what you 
call time’ and charcoal



30 Exhibition view, Under one lamp by day, billions by night, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2019.
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Pablo Davila
Phase Painting, 2019
Perforated canvas
130 x 100 cm



Phase paintings (The natural flow of forgetting) is a series that delves 
into the notions of time and movement, or rather, movement in time. 
Every painting depicts two instances that when overlapped and 
translated into visual terms generate a third moment of difference, 
interference and disruption. The discrepancy of the image is no 
other than the visibility of the passing of time, and along with it, the 
memory, perception and the trace that leaves behind. The image 
evidences both the presence and the absence of a representation 
within the span of a second.

Pablo Davila explores sentience and subjectivity by investigating 
perception, space and time consciousness. His practice takes 
many shapes - encompassing video, electronics, light installation, 
photography, conceptual painting and site-specific interventions. 
Recurring to a minimalist reductive approach, Dávila traverses the 
space in between sensory perception and cognitive understanding. 
His poetic gestures trigger a questioning of our expectations in 
dealing with the passing of time, and the psychological lens with 
which we process events in our memory.
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Pablo Davila
Phase Painting, 2019
Perforated canvas
130 x 100 cm



34 Exhibition view, Under one lamp by day, billions by night, THE PILL, Istanbul, 2019.



Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.35



Rhythmic Field

… And that question is this: when we look around the world, 
as scientists have done for the last hundred years, there 
appear to be about 20 numbers that really describe our uni-
verse. These are numbers like the mass of the particles, like 
electrons and quarks, the strength of gravity, the strength of 
the electromagnetic force –– a list of about 20 numbers that 
have been measured with incredible precision, but nobody 
has an explanation for why the numbers have the particular 
values that they do. And the wonderful thing is, if I had 20 
dials up here and I let you come up and fiddle with those 
numbers, almost any fiddling makes the universe disappear.

Brian Greene

Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.



Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.37



These 20 numbers set the rules for our universe, and within these set 
of rules there are (c lose to) infinite combinations, if we would look to 
the tiniest of the tiniest particles in our universe, we would find indi-
vidual strings that vibrate in different frequencies and forms that com-
bined with others eventually form our universe. Every single thing is 
made up of the combination of different rhythms, every person and 
every thing we know has it’s own set of rules, characteristics and 
clocks , societies, cities, planets etc. are formed with these individual 
“clocks”, … we are the result of millions and millions of combinations.

In this work, the 20 metronomes that rest on top of a mirror, are set 
ticking at their slowest setting (40bpms), set in motion randomly, gen-
erating a soundscape that will eventually end everyday, and then set 
again in a completely different pattern than the previous one based 
on chance timing and certain individual decisions, thus the in nite 
combinations of rhythmic patterns are set in motion. The universe is 
a symphony of different clocks, and we are nothing but melodies.

Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.



Exhibition view, Rythmic field, Lebanon, 2018.39



Exhibition view, OTRXS MUNDXS, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, 2020. 40



Exhibition view, OTRXS MUNDXS, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, 2020.

Elsa Sahal
Grotte généalogique, 2006
Glazed ceramic, 5 pieces
100 x 244 x 122 cm
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Exhibition view, OTRXS MUNDXS, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, 2020. 42



TEXTS AND CATALOGUES



Luquet-Gad, Ingrid (ed.). New Art Scales. Paris: JBE Books/THE PILL, October 2022.

In his multidisciplinary works, Pablo Dávila takes the traditional 
artistic media as a starting point to question how they reflect the 
social construction of space and time. In his installations, the Mexico 
City-based artist excavates a space for interference and ambiguity 
through forms both pared-down and rich with an immediate sensorial 
experience. Senza Replica (2019) exemplifies such a task: a custom 
programmed piano plays a composition, keys moving untouched, 
as a musical clock controls their motion. The sequence develops 
through an algorithm ensuring that no key combination of an  88-key 
piano keyboard is played twice, evolving towards an asymptotic, 
and seemingly infinite point at the rhythm of one chord per second. 
At first, when experiencing the work’s transient presence between 
presence and absence, one could think of hauntology, a term that 
entered popular discourse in the 2000s to describe the paradoxical 
nature of being in time: that of a temporal disjunction characteristic 
of our “end of history” era. However, Pablo Dávila’s own investigation 
goes a step further, as it is not so much haunted as it is in perpetual 
evolution. Time is out of joint, but it has always ontologically been 
so, only obscured by our faith in History as a linear progression. 
The artist anchors his work Senza Replica inside the philosophical 
tradition of duration, from Aristotle to Bergson. Thus, duration emerges 
as an experience of pure mobility, evolution and multiplicity, detached 
from any determinism. It calls for a reversal of our habitual modes 
of thought, and to let go of our preconceived patterns of perception. 
Dávila renders such a vital task perceivable, as he holds the viewer 
captive inside a mesh of dynamic entanglements, objective description 
slowly melting away as each new chord arises.

Perceiving After the “End of History”: 
Pablo Dávila’s Sensorial Reworking of Duration

SENZA REPLICA (288)  -  1 
YAMAHA DISCLAVIER 
PIANO, MIDI  SYSTEM, 
CUSTOM MADE 
COMPUTER CODING
VARIABLE DIMENSION
2019
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Luquet-Gad, Ingrid (ed.). New Art Scales. Paris: JBE Books/THE PILL, October 2022.
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“Our ‘now’ has become at once more unforgivingly brief 
and unprecedentedly elastic. The half-life of media-product 
grows shorter still, ‘til it threatens to vanish altogether, 
everything into some weird quantum logic of its own, the 
Warholian Fifteen Minutes becoming a quark-like blink. Yet 
once admitted to the culture’s consensus-pantheon, certain 
things seem destined to be with us for a very long time indeed. 
This is a function, in large part, of the Rewind button. 

And we would all of us, to some extent, wish to be in heavy 
rotation. And as this capacity for recall (and recommodification) 
grows more universal, history itself is seen to be even more 
obviously a construct, subject to revision. If it has been 
our business, as a species, to dam the flow of time through 
the creation and maintenance of mechanisms of external 
memory, what will we become when all these mechanisms, 
as they now seem intended ultimately to do, merge?

The end-point of human culture may well be a single moment 
of effectively endless duration, an infinite digital Now. 
But then, again, perhaps there is nothing new, in the end 
of all our beginnings, and the bison will be there, 
waiting for us.”

EXTRACT FROM DEAD MAN SPEAKS , 
WILLIAM GIBSON
ON THE OCCASION OF THE EXHIBITION 
UNDER ONE LAMP BY DAY, BILLIONS BY NIGHT , 
PABLO DÁVILA, THE PILL, 2019
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Suela J. Cennet | Founder
suela@thepill.co

Jean-Charles Vergne I CEO
contact@thepill.co

Alca Agabeyoglu | Director
alca@thepill.co

Aslı Seven | Head of Curatorial Research
asli@thepill.co


